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Greetings Worthy One!
Happy Holidays.
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This year’s Winter Solstice marks the final mix phase for Part One of my limited distribution
album of songs and visual paintings. I’ll soon be hard at work in the heart of LA, working with
equipment and techniques that are available to a few lucky indie artists who have persevered
through the technical rigors and costs of professional recording processes in a quest for works
of enduring value.
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I’ve been fortunate to be joined by a young engineer from Columbia Records at a project
studio to move toward these goals. In today’s world where big money shouts, it’s amazing that
my whisper has been heard!
I want to thank those of you who have taken time to participate in this production with your
thoughtful contributions. Please make sure I have your physical mailing address so that I can
send out your bootie of perks when the glorious moment of completion arrives.
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If you’ve been meaning to make your contribution but haven’t yet done so, time is running out
to be included on the list in the legacy. The Go Fund Me campaign is coming to a close on
December 31st of this year. Should you wish to add your name to this small yet growing group
of supporters, please do so now at https://www.gofundme.com/joeLinusMusic There are still
some cool perks available, and every contributor will receive a copy of the new album as well.
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As I mentioned in a previous news update, the complete work is projected in the form of a
trilogy. Thus, there are two more albums of related material, integrated with corresponding
visual pieces which are still in the works. The first album of the trilogy will be presented in
exhibition with the corresponding art displayed in 2016. Limited personal editions with original
visual works included will be available at the exhibitions, along with the larger companion works
on paper. As that schedule of exhibitions unfolds I will provide you with details as to locations
and dates.
I’ve now allowed three of the personal editions from the first series to be offered as new perks in
the campaign. December contributors at level $300 and above may reserve one of these personal
editions through December 31st , 2015. If you have any question please don’t hesitate to contact
me via email through this email address.
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Thanks again for your support of my work. Have a good Solstice season!
https://www.gofundme.com/joeLinusMusic

Sincerely,joeLinus

Don't forget to check out our online store for last minute CD's Tee's and art
prints.www.joeLinusMusic.com
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